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Abstract—This paper describes approximative, but fast and
simple non-photorealistic painterly rendering method used to
emulate various painting techniques based on realistic photo
input. Strokes direction is determined by radial sweeping of grayscaled input image around seeded pixels. Seeded pixels of original
image are used as brush tip colors and are propagated through
the strokes in direction given by radial sweep function.

Regarding edge preservation (2.), we may use simple
contour clipping: when stroke hits the contour (given some
threshold value) stroke drawing is stopped. Alternative
method is to perform painting by relaxation, as suggested by
Hertzman[5].

Index Terms—non-photorealistic, rendering, painterly, gradient, radial, sweep, stroke, placement, emulation, artistic, brush.

When we closely inspect paintings created by various
artists, in lot of cases, we will notice an extensive use of
various type of brushes on the single painting. Usually, larger
areas of similar color are covered by strokes with wide brush
tips, while areas with more details are covered by strokes
with small brush tips, which leads us to multipass strokes
placement, covered in brilliant Hertzman’s paper[6].

I. I NTRODUCTION
UTOMATIC or more precisely semi-automatic, strokes
placement, used to emulate various painting techniques
has been one of the major challenge in the field of nonphotorealistic painterly rendering (NPR). From the very first
steps covered by famous Haeberli article[1], this area has
been evolving each year with new methods and algorithms.
No matter what method we use for such kind of task, there
is a list of demands that should be fulfilled (at least partially)
by any technique we use:
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1) Chosen painting technique, a real one, such as oil or
watercolor artistic painting should be emulated as close
as possible.
2) Edges should be preserved, as much as possible.
3) Strokes should follow the similar pixels path from input
image (photo).
4) Technique should be automated as much as possible.
5) Complete rendering should be performed in reasonable
time
Well, some of these demands are mandatory (except the last
one), as we can require that all strokes are drawn in the same
direction (hatching), but it’s quite different NPR technique
and will not be covered by this article. Demands 2. and 3. are
closely related, as good method will (in most cases) preserve
edges if the strokes are following similar pixels path.
Common approach in calculating strokes direction (3.)
is to inspect local image gradient, usually using some edge
detection filter, like Sobel or Prewitt and then, drawing the
stroke in direction perpendicular to gradient. One notable,
alternative approach that should be mentioned here, is to
determine image moments of a given input image area, as
suggested by Shiraishi and Yamaguchi [2], [3] and multiscale
variation of the same technique proposed by Nehab and
Velho[4].

In this article, we will not go through various “additional”
methods like multipass strokes placement with various brush
sizes, various types of interactions between brush type, color
and canvas, but will focus on rudimentary task of finding
“best” stroke propagation direction from pixel, seeded from
the input image. Of course, we will briefly cover some
seeding techniques as well, as they are necessary for better
understanding of whole process, but I will not go into details.
II. P ROCESS OVERVIEW
AINTERLY rendering process starts with realistic photo
input, usually 3 channels, 24 bit RGB image. We will
denote our input (source) image as Is . From input image,
we create grayscale 8 bit single channel image, denoted
as Gs . Color of each stroke brush tip is taken from some
seeded pixel from source image Is (x, y), while direction of
each stroke is calculated by radial sweep based on the same
position in respective grayscale image Gs (x, y).
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Seeding is performed using some given seed window
size and can be performed either by taking positions
from fixed grid points, dithered grid or points randomly
distributed over rectangle area of the same size as source
image. Seeded points are stored in some kind of seeding array.
So, if we choose randomly distributed points and our
seed window is of size 10 and our source image is of size
1280*1000, we will get array of 1280*1000/100 = 12800
points. If we want to seed points in grid-like manner, we
simply create a virtual grid where each cell is of size 10*10,
spanning 128 times horizontally and 100 times vertically and
pick the points from center of each cell. To give a little bit
of randomness, we can dither points inside each cell and also
shuffle the elements of final seeding array.
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Diagram 1: radar beam
We will denote our seeding array as A and size (number of
elements) as n(A) . Each element of array contains point
structure (coordinates): x, y = A [i] .x, A [i] .y.
We need to introduce another variable in this story, it’s
stroke length, which is used as radius for radial sweep Sr .
Radial sweep procedure as input takes start coordinates
(x1 , y1 ) and returns end coordinates (x2 , y2 ). Brush stroke is
drawn from start point to end point (x1 , y1 ) → (x2 , y2 ) on
output image Io which is the same size as input image. Prior
to rendering process, input image can be copied to output
image, or can be filled with some user defined background
color. Also, we can apply various filters on Gs , like Gaussian
blur, median, or similar filter to get different artistic effects.

Sweep circle

Sweep line

After seeding array is created, we finally start our rendering
process:
Algorithm, part 1:
1) i = 0
2) Perform radial sweep on Gs (x1 , y1 )
x1 , y1 = A [i] .x, A [i] .y
3) Set brush pixel color from Is (x1 , y1 ).
4) Lay the brush stoke on output image
Io [(x1 , y1 ) → (x2 , y2 )].
5) i = i + 1.
6) if (i = n(A)) exit.
7) Repeat steps 2.-6.
Simple as a pie. This algorithm covers only single
pass/single brush type placement. Only thing that’s left
is radial sweep procedure, which is a method to get stroke
direction, where pixels laying under sweep line, have the least
difference from start point pixel. If we have more candidates
(stroke directions) with same cumulated difference, we can
additionally enhancing previous method, by calculating least
subsequent pixel difference and to eventually choose better
direction from stroke candidates.

III. R ADIAL S WEEPING

ADAR scan beam on old radars is typical radial sweep:
a bright line on dark green screen, rotating around and
detecting various objects. So, the first (and naive) idea that
comes in mind, is to mimic the behavior of radar beam. This
would involve rotating the sweep line from 0 to 360 degrees
for every point in our seeding array (usually by walking the
circle points and creating sweep line for every step), which
is time consuming process.
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First of all, we may notice, that “walking” circle needs
to be created only once, as all strokes have the same length
(circle radius). Furthermore, there is no need for creating
complete circle, but only circle arc from 0 to 45 degrees
(first octant), as all other octants (midpoint circle drawing
algorithm) can be created by mirroring. Actually, we need to
create a collection of sweep lines from the origin (0, 0) to
all points on the circle arc and we will do this only once.
We will denote collection of lines as C and it’s size (number
of lines) as n(C). As C is array of lines, each element of C
is a line L: Lj = C [j] ; j ∈ [0, nC). Each line is an array
of points (coordinates) from origin to point on the circular
arc. Number of points in the line is denoted as n(L), or more
precisely n(Lj ).
The rest of the sweep lines can be easily constructed
from the first octant collection. When pixel origin changes,
we will simply translate sweep line points to new positions.
After collection of sweep lines is created, we can proceed
with sweeping. The first step of sweeping algorithm is to take
the first line from collection (L0 ; x = radius, y = 0) and
scan pixels along the line. Then, we will first mirror the line
around y axis (180 degrees), by negating x and y coordinates
and again scan the pixels along the line:.

Procedure 1:
1) lineScan(xi , yi , 1, 1, swapXY )
2) lineScan(xi , yi , −1, −1, swapXY )
Coordinates (xi , yi ) are current seeding pixel coordinates
from A [i] and variable swapXY is Boolean variable
currently set to false . We will now mirror the same line
around diagonal (45 degrees), by swapping x and y values
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and repeat above procedure (swapXY = true). Summary,
we will get 4 lines in the first step.

Diagram 3: subsequent lines
Step 5.
Diagonal mirror
(swap coordinates):
x=b, y=a

Diagram 2: first sweep line
Step 3.
Diagonal mirror
(swap coordinates):
x=0, y=radius

Step 4.
Mirror y:
x=-a, y=b
Step 1.
original sweep line:
x=a,y=b

Step 1.
original sweep line:
x=radius,y=0

Step 2.
Mirror y:
x=-radius, y= 0

Step 2.
Mirror x,y:
x=-a, y=-b

Step 3.
Mirror x:
x=a, y=-b

Step 4.
Mirror x:
x=0, y=-radius

Steps 6.-8. are omitted, as they are the same as steps 2.-4.,
except, we are applying mirroring process on the blue line.

In all subsequent steps (except the last one), we will
get 8 lines. First 4 lines are created by mirroring collection’s
line Lj to all quadrants (swapXY = f alse):
Procedure 2:
1) lineScan(xi , yi , 1, 1, swapXY )
2) lineScan(xi , yi , −1, −1, swapXY )
3) lineScan(xi , yi , 1, −1, swapXY )
4) lineScan(xi , yi , −1, 1, swapXY )
We will get other 4 lines by mirroring Lj around 45
degrees (swapXY = true) and repeating the above
procedure.

The last step (the last line from collection) is treated
the same way as the first line, producing again 4 lines.
Finally, here is our radial sweeping algorithm for seeding
element A [i] :
Algorithm, part 2:
1) j = 0
xi , yi = A [i] .x, A [i] .y
minSumDf = 999
xmin , ymin = 0, 0.
2) Lj = C[j].
3) if (j > 0 or j < n(C) − 1) skip to 7.
4) swapXY = f alse; execute Procedure 1.
5) swapXY = true; execute Procedure 1.
6) if (j = n(C) − 1) skip to 11.
7) swapXY = f alse; execute Procedure 2.
8) swapXY = true; execute Procedure 2.
9) j = j + 1
10) Repeat steps 2. to 9.
11) Draw stroke: (xi , yi ) → (xi + xmin , yi + ymin ).
Variables minSumDf and (xmin , ymin ) will be explained in
the next section, where we will describe lineScan procedure,
i.e. “best-fit” algorithm, that will give us direction of stroke.
You may also notice, that this approach can take advantage of
parallel processing of lineScan(s) on multi-core processors.
However, current implementation, described in this article,
does not support parallel processing option...but everything is
prepared for it.
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IV. B EST- FIT
INE scanning routine, inputs current seeding
point coordinates and respective sign factors:
lineScan(xi , yi , sX, sY ). As previously stated, direction of
stroke is calculated by summing differences between pixel
valueGs (xi , yi ) where xi , yi = A [i] , x, A [i] .y and all pixel
values laying on sweep line from collection C, multiplied by
respective sign factor:

L

With this calculation we can refine Part 3, of our algorithm
in cases whensumDf = minSumDf , picking the line
with smallest sumLSPD. Additional refinement may be, when
one of successive differences go over some given threshold
indicating possible image edge: we can shorten output stroke
length in order not to cross over detected edge. However,
similar effect can be achieved via contour clipping (see implementation).

n(Lj )−1

X

sumDf =

abs(Gs (xi , yi )

k=1

V. C URVED LINES

−Gs (sX ∗ xk + xi , sY ∗ yk + yi )
Calculation is performed for every sweep line from collection.
In each step,sumDf is compared to previous one. If current
sumDf value is less then previous one, we set the end
coordinates from current sweep line:

xmin , ymin

= Lj [n(Lj ) − 1] .x,
Lj [n(Lj ) − 1] .y

When complete sweep is finished, stroke is drawn:
(xi , yj ) → (xi + xmin , y + ymin ). As you may notice,
there are three nested loops involved in complete method.
The first loop goes through seeding array i = 0, .., n(A) − 1.
For each seeding point we are looping through sweep lines
collection j = 0, .., n(C) − 1 and for each sweep line we are
looping through line points k = 0, .., n(Lj ) − 1. Now, we
will finally “box” the last part of algorithm, i.e. the steps of
lineScan procedure:
Algorithm, part 3:
1) Calculate sumDf along the line
Lj = slCollection [j]:
2) if (sumDf < minSumDf )
minSumDf = sumDf
set new values for xmin , ymin
When we have two or more sweep lines with same
sumDf value, we can, as previously mentioned, add another
constraint on line scanning routine. We can require, that
besides minimum sumDf , line points meets least successive
pixel difference, which is the sum of successive pixels
difference absolute value:
n(Lj )−1

sumLSP D =

X

abs(Gs (sX ∗ xk + xi , sY ∗ yk + yi )

k=1

−(Gs (sX ∗ xk−1 + xi , sY ∗ yk−1 + yi ))

O far, we have been speaking only of straight strokes
placement. Each stroke picks pixel color from input
image, under given seeding coordinates and spread this color
via straight line/stroke.
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Of course, it would be nice to spread picked color with
curved strokes, following intensity of selected image area.
It is actually simple modification of this algorithm. We can
divide stroke length (scanning radius) Sr in smaller chunks
and (with additional loop) spread picked color in multiple
steps.
This option is available in implementation and it is called:
“Multi step best fit stroke placement”. Again, we perform
radial sweep scanning, starting from some seeding point, but
after direction is detected and stroke placed, we continue
radial sweeping from stroke’s end point, keeping the same
color we have picked at the start.
However, there is a small problem: next sweep may
return stroke back (and it will probably do) to it’s starting
point:

1) From the first radial sweep, we get:xmin , ymin .
2) Draw first stroke:(xi , yi ) → (xi + xmin , yi + ymin )
3) For second sweep, we put
x2 , y2 = xi + xmin , yi + ymin as starting coordinates
and we get new xmin , ymin .
4) Draw second stroke: (x2 , y2 ) → (x2 + xmin , y2 + ymin )

Without some new constraint, the probability that second
stroke will be drawn back from: (x2 , y2 ) → (xi , yi ) is not
neglectable. We could be drawing back and forth for all
line chunks. To avoid such situations, we need to suppress
sweep sector that may lead to stroke “back-draws”. In
implementation of this method, I have cut away half of
“sweep circle” that would eventually lead back to starting
point: picture.
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Diagram 4: multi step stroke placement

Figure 1.

Spreader action, partial view

X X

X
X

Forbidden sectors, denoted by X are excluded from sweeping.
Additionally, we can introduce a new parameter which
controls the size (angle) of “forbidden” sector, but I leave
that for future implementation, as well as applying smooth
stroke (spline) through resultant set of points.
VI. I MPLEMENTATION
ADIAL sweep best fit stroke placement, described in
this paper is implemented in Pixopedia 2014, version
0.2.6 and upward, using Autobrush settings tool in conjunction
with Spreader action’s Automatic brushing shape.
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We will not go to deep into all options and possibilities, as
this paper is not intended to be Pixopedia manual. Anyway,
here is a small description of implementation possibilities.
When Pixopedia is started and image loaded, Spreader action
is invoked by pressing appropriate button on the left pane.
As seen from the Figure 1, there are 4 “spreading” modes
available. First one (spread mode) picks pixel color from
seeded position and this color is used as current stroke brush
color.
Smudge modes perform cloning a part of image under
the brush tip and spreading cloned image through the stroke
points with various blending options towards original image.
The last mode (stroke warper), performs various deformations
of image parts under the brush tip following stroke points.
This mode has also an option to use seeding pixel color
as brush color. Note: autobrushing with one of the smudge
modes can be time consuming, especially with large brush
size.
When Spreader action is active, by clicking the right
mouse button on the currently loaded image, a pop-up menu
appears. There are two options: Free hand and Automatic
brushing. To invoke autobrushing, check the second option.

Methods and options related to Automatic brushing can
be controlled via Autobrush settings tool, which is invoked
by clicking appropriate button on the right pane:
The first part presented in Figure 2 is a list of currently
available autobrush modes. Methods described in this paper
are marked with arrows. Multi-step method is implemented
by dividing given stroke length (sweep radius Sr ) by current
brush tip radius and “forbidden” sector is half circle pointing
to previous stroke chunk drawn.
As you may notice, method Moment based strokes described
in articles [3], [2] are also implemented.
The second group of parameters is used to select grayscale
image for radial sweep, as well as turning on/off least
successive pixels difference option. If assistant mask is
selected as scan image Gs , grayscale image (mask) from
Assistant objects tool will be used. This option comes handy
when we want to apply various filters on our Gs without
altering original image.
The third part, presented in the figure is used to set
seeding window size and seeding method, as well as setting
some additional options. Seeding window size does not need
to match selected brush size. Some recommended rule of
thumb would be: sw size = brush size/2.
When everything is set, to invoke automatic brushing,
simply press left mouse button anywhere on the loaded image
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Figure 2.

e) Set additional parameters from available options.

Autobrush settings, partial view

5) Right click on photography and select Automatic brushing option from pop-up menu.
6) Press left mouse button somewhere on the photography,
hold it and drag the line across the image. Release mouse
button to start autobrush thread. Note: for the beggining,
use small or moderate stroke length (20-30 pixels).
7) Autobrush thread can be paused or can be canceled in
any time.
Note: if Assistant mask is selected as scan image, mask
must be preciously created. To do that, click on Assistant
objects tool button on the right pane (just above Autobrush
settings) and press Create automask button. Original image
is grayscaled and set as an assistant mask.
Without any further actions, newly created mask would
be the same as grayscaled source image and we already
have this option in Scan image box. However, we can apply
various filters on assistant mask to suite our needs, especially
if source image is sharp and full of small details and we are
using multi step strokes. Press Filter button to apply desired
filters. Recommended filters for autobrushing purpose are:
Median, Gaussian and Blur and their combinations.
Note: source image Is can also be “pre-treated” with
filters, such as median filter, for instance, especially if we
want to avoid spreading of undesired pixel color (noise,
defects, stains, moles on the skin, etc...).
and drag a line of desired length. When mouse button is
released, autobrushing thread will be started.
Direction of drawn line does not matter if parameter
Calc. direction % (calculated direction percentage) is set to
100. If this parameter is less then 100, calculated direction
will be “averaged” with given direction to give more hatched
style output.
Summary, some usual order of applying autobrushing
would be:
1) Start Pixopedia 2014 and load some image (photography).
2) Set desired brush parameters.
3) Select Spreader action on the left pane.
a) Select desired spreading mode (for beginning, I
would recommend Spread mode)
b) Set additional parameters from available options.
4) Select Autobrushing settings tool from the right pane.
a) Select one of two radial sweep based modes.
b) Select scan image (Gs ) type.
c) Set seeding window size and seeding mode.
d) Eventually check Watch autobrush option to watch
strokes movement. Note: this option slows down
entire process but comes very handy when experimenting with various options and brushes.

VII. E XAMPLES
INDING a proper photography for painterly rendering,
such as autobrushing, is not always a trivial task. There
are lot of free images available over the internet, but if you
pick a poor photography, output result will probably be the
same. Also, the best way to test some painterly rendering
algorithm, in order to see it’s good and bad sides, it’s efficiency
and it’s shortage, is to test it on photos of living things,
especially human portraits. Luckily, searching the web, I have
stumbled upon the state of the art portraits, created by master
photographers: Mr. Danny Santos II from Singapore, Mr.
Jasminder Oberoi from India and Mr.Roman Shalenkin from
Russia. Beautiful photos are turned into painterly rendering
output in a glimpse, without too much parameters tweaking
and too much additional post-processing. Under each figure,
values of the most important parameters are listed.
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VIII. C ONCLUSION
ROM examples in this paper, it’s evident that this method
produces decent painterly results in reasonable execution
time. Of course, there is always a space for improvement, as
well as additional possibilities and options. Future work may
follow some rough ideas, that currently come to my mind:

F
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Figure 3.

Original image by Danny Santos II

Figure 5. Multi step strokes (spread): brush =neon (quadratic), size=20,
bump=0.80; scan mode = assistant mask (filtered with Median 9x9 and Gauss
5x5); post processing: eyes blended with original image

Figure 4.
Single step strokes (spread); brush = neon brush (quadratic),
size=20; autobrush parameters = default; stroke length = 20

Multipass rendering
Guided by article [6], natural step for future work is to
implement multipass stroke placement.
The idea is to apply autobrushing in multiple passes,
starting with large size brush tip and then decreasing the size
of brush tip in subsequent passes, which involves checking
the area under a future stroke placement, in order to detect if
new stroke (with smaller brush tip) should be placed or not.

Figure 6. Multi step strokes (smudge I), step pixel, blender = 128; brush
= neon (quadratic), size=30, bump = 0.80; scan mode=assistant mask(filtered
with Median 9x9 and Gauss 5x5)

can be created/edited by user and passed to the program.:
passes = m;
tolerance = tol;
B1 , Sw1 , B2 , Sw, .., Bm , Swm ;

The task can be carried out by creating stroke mask
(pre-placing the stroke) and checking pixels difference error
under new stroke area. If difference error is above some
given threshold, stroke is placed, otherwise not.

which reads: perform m passes with tolerance tol (threshold),
using brush B1 and seed window Sw1 for the first pass, B2
and Sw2 for the second pass and so on.

Using this method, large areas of similar color will be
covered with strokes having large brush size and areas with
more details will be covered with strokes having smaller
brush size. Besides that, in each pass we can also change the
type of brush. A multiresolution pyramid may be used., as it
can significantly decrease execution time.

Euclidean distance

Complete method can be put in a simple string, which

Instead of using grayscaled image for calculating stroke
direction, we can use 24-bit RGB image, a full copy of
the source image (eventually altered by some filter) and use
Euclidean distance to calculate difference between pixels.
However, this would involve a lot of floating point calculations
(sqrt), which would increase execution time, but would output
more precise stroke direction.
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Figure 7.

Original image by Danny Santos II

Figure 8. Single step strokes (multicololor spread), alpha mixed with primary
brush color; brush=neon (linear 62), size=14, size variation=40, bump=0.20,
soft; seed window=6; scan mode=assistant mask (filtered with Median 9x9 and
Gauss 5x5), stroke masking=hard; Contour 7x7, contour clipping on; stroke
length=30

Figure 9. Multi step strokes (multicololor spread), alpha mixed with primary
brush color; brush=neon (quadratic), size=14, size variation=40, bump=0.20,
soft; seed window=6; scan mode=assistant mask (filtered with Median 9x9 and
Gauss 5x5), stroke masking=hard; Contour 7x7, contour clipping on; stroke
length=30

Figure 10. Multi step strokes (smudge II); brush=hair, size=30 with seamless
background (paper), stroke length=34

Contour clipping
In current implementation, contour clipping is performed
by means of Assistant image (contour), which must be created
from source image, prior to rendering, using desired edge
detection filter. If option Clip to contour is checked, strokes
would be clipped to contour, taking into account specified
threshold value and radius.
The idea is to avoid necessity for “external” contour,
which would involve checking pixels difference for a value
that exceeds some given threshold. If such type of “sudden”
intensity change is detected, output stroke would be shortened,
so that it does not cross edge boundary.
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Figure 13.

Figure 11.

Original image by Jasminder Oberoi

Original image by Roman Shalenkin

Figure 14. Single step strokes (multicolor spread), alphamix sith primary
brush color; brush=neon (linear 66), size=6, bump=0.40, seed window=4,
stroke masking = draw over previous brush stroke; stroke length=15

Figure 12. Single step strokes (spread); brush=hair, size=20; post processing:
blended with original image (color burn mode) and bumped with rough paper
seamless background

